
  

 

Abstract—Voltage sag disturbance can cause catastrophe 

failures to both utility and end users of electrical power. The 

causes of this disturbance include power system fault condition 

and induction motor starting. This paper presents a research to 

classify the causes of voltage sag by employing  Multi Resolution 

Analysis (MRA) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Voltage 

sag data are obtained from the implementation of various fault 

conditions and induction motor starting using PSCAD modeling 

and data generation. Multi Resolution Analysis (MRA) is 

developed as a representation of a signal with various levels of 

decomposition for the features extraction. The two features used 

are the minimum and maximum of voltage and the energy 

distribution of ten decomposition levels of the MRA. Those 

features are used as the input for classification using Support 

Vector Machines (SVM). In classification part, the Radial Basis 

Function (RBF) kernel of the SVM has been used. The result 

shows that the MRA and SVM can classify the source of voltage 

sag with promising accuracy. 

 
Index Terms—Power quality, voltage sag, multi resolution 

analysis, support vector machine.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Voltage sag disturbance is one of the most frequent power 

quality problems which occur between a few tens and several 

hundred times per year [1]. Voltage sags are typically caused 

by fault conditions [2], in which short-circuit faults and earth 

faults are found to cause severe voltage sags [3]. In industrial 

and commercial power systems, faults on one-feeder tend to 

cause voltage drops on all other feeders in the plant [4]. 

Identifying the root of voltage sag problem has been in the 

fore front research area in power system. Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) has been used in power quality disturbance 

classification [5]-[8]. Reference [6] proposed a SVM 

classification for voltage disturbance. Data from voltage 

disturbances for faults and transformer energizing are used 

and the triggering point of disturbance, frequency magnitude 

and the total harmonic distortion (THD) are used as the input 

for the SVM. The faults in each case have been grouped and 

testing has been carried out separately to verify the 

performance of this method [6]. General classification of 

power quality disturbance has been proposed in [6]-[8] in 

which power quality disturbance such as swell, flicker, 

harmonics and voltage sag were classified. The studies which 

narrow down to classify the cause of voltage sags have been 

presented in [9]-[11]. Reference [9] presents a new 

classification of voltage sags mathematically justified by 
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introducing two new indices, namely, phase-to-neutral and 

phase-to-phase voltage indices. The proposed classification is 

based on characteristic voltage, zero-sequence components of 

voltage and type of voltage sag. Implementation of the 

method needs details characteristics and the performance in 

terms of accuracy percentage has not been presented [9]. 

Another proposed method to classify the voltage sag based on 

signal processing approach is presented in reference [10] 

whereby generalized S-transform windowing technique has 

been implemented to determine the cause. Such method needs 

sample of the frequency spectrum of the S-transform and 

matching procedure to classify the cause of the sag cannot be 

automatically done. References [11], [12] present an 

algorithm to detect and classify the causes of voltage sag 

using on Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and 

Probability Neural Network. Similarly with [6], the voltage 

sag data has been grouped and results are based on group 

identification. The results in [11] are promising but the 

voltage sags data are divided into particular groups. This 

paper presents the classifying of the causes of voltage sag 

using Multi Resolution Analysis (MRA) and Support Vector 

Machines (SVM). The wavelet transformation will be utilized 

as feature extraction based on the MRA coefficient and the 

SVM will be used to classify the cause of the voltage sag. This 

method use randomly selected voltage sag data and is not 

grouped as in [6], [11]. Synthetic data based on two 

established standard IEEE test systems i.e., the IEEE 30 bus 

systems and IEEE 34 node distribution system are used to 

justify the method. 

 

II. MULTI-RESOLUTION ANALYSIS 

In this research MRA is used to develop the representations 

of the voltage sag signal at various levels of resolutions. The 

signal will be filtered at each level by employing low pass 

filter (LPF) and high pass filter (HPF). The signal is denoted 

by the 
0[ ]C n , where n is an integer is distributed in three 

levels. The high pass filter is denoted by 
0G  while the low 

pass filter is denoted by
0H  as in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Low-pass and high-pass filter of the discrete time signal. 
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Upon filtering, the signal is decomposed starting from level 

1 onwards. The decomposition coefficients of MRA analysis 

which correspond to the decomposition of signal )(tx  is 

expressed as, 

 

)()()( 11 tDtAtx   

)()()( 122 tDtDtA                         (1) 

)()()()( 1233 tDtDtDtA   

 

In this paper, the voltage sag signals were transformed into 

six different resolution levels and the decomposition detail 

level d1 has been chosen as it gives the best accurate 

beginning time for voltage sag. Fig. 2 shows the original 

waveform is decomposed into approximate a and detail 

coefficients from d1 to d6. The first type of features extracted 

from the detail level 1 (d1) is the minimum and the maximum 

value of voltage. The second features is the energy extracted 

from those levels.  

 

 

 

  

 

 
Fig. 3(a). voltage sag caused by fault. 

 

 
Fig. 3(b). Voltage sag caused by starting of induction motor. 

Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) shows the feature extraction of the 

minimum and maximum point of the starting of sag caused by 

the fault and induction motor starting respectively obtained 

from IEEE 30 bus system. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) shows the 

energy distribution for fault and induction motor starting 

respectively. From both figures, significant energy levels are 

shown occurring at level 3 and 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4(a). Energy of voltage sag caused by fault. 

 

 
Fig. 4(b). Energy of voltage sag caused by induction motor. 

 

III. CLASSIFICATION USING SVM 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) are supervised learning 

algorithms pioneered by Vapnik [13]. The principle of SVM 

is to find a decision boundary for separating two classes of 

voltage sag and minimize the classification error on the 

selected features. A classification task involves separating 

data into training and testing sets. Each instance in the training 

set contains one class label (target value) and several 

attributes (features). The main goal of SVM is to produce a 

model (based on the training data) which will then is used to 

predict the class label of the test data. Both training and 

testing set are first scaled and normalized to avoid numerical 

difficulties. Next, the training set is trained to find the best 

parameter and become a model of the classifier. Finally, the 

testing set is used to predict the class label of the test data. 

Given the training data,  
 

1 1( , ),..., ( , ), M

l lx y x y x R                       (2) 

 

where each data consists of M features. These features 

describes for a two-class problems, as 
 

 1, 1iy                                     (3) 

 

The SVM constructs the decision function given as 

( )g x w x b     , where w is the optimal solution and b is 
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Fig. 2. Voltage sag and wavelet transformation at six resolution levels.



  

the bias parameter. These parameters are derived to classify 

the data correctly. By accordingly, the SVM construct the 

constraint quadratic optimization problem that minimizes the 

training and generalization error by, 
 

2
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                   (4) 

 

where , 1,i i   are non-negative slack variable and C is the 

regularization parameter which controls the penalty incurred 

by each misclassified point in the training set [8], [9]. In this 

paper, a radial basis function (RBF) is used as the kernel 

function to classify the voltage sag as whether is caused by 

fault in power system or starting of the induction motor. The 

RBF equation is as follows, 
 

2

( , ) exp( ), 0i j i jK x x x x                (5) 

 

Here, γ is the parameter to be optimized in the classification 

process. The voltage sag data are divided into training and 

testing sets. 

 

IV. CROSS VALIDATION AND TESTING 

Cross validation is a method that is used to select the best 

parameter values of C and γ for the training set as shown in Eq. 

(4) and Eq. (5). In cross validation, for a given training set, the 

data set into k subsets or folds of equal size of which k-1 

subsets are used for the training and the remainder one subset 

is used for validation of the model. This process is repeated k 

times until each subset have been used once for prediction. 

The best parameter of C and γ used in the research are 

exponentially growing sequences. The range of C and γ are C 

= {2
-5

, 2
-4

,..., 2
4
, 2

5
} and γ is γ = {2

-5
, 2

-4
,..., 2

4
, 2

5
} 

respectively with step size of 0.1 for both exponentials. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results from of this research are presented and 

discussed in this section. Total of 105 and 222 data sets for 

both types of disturbances were generated from the IEEE 30 

bus and IEEE 34 bus respectively. These data are divided into 

training and testing sets which are 70% of those samples are 

used for training and the remainder 30% for testing in the 

classification parts. Table I tabulate details parameters and 

the corresponding accuracy from the RBF based SVM 

classification for the IEEE 30 bus system. For each 3-fold, 

5-fold and 10-fold, the best fitting value of C and γ is 

presented accordingly. The classification accuracy (CV) is 

taken from the testing of the proposed RBF model. The 

accuracy for 3-fold, 5-fold and 10-fold are above 90% for the 

IEEE 30 bus system. On the other hand, for the IEEE 34 bus, 

the 10-fold gives the best accuracy which is 95.71%. 

Table II tabulates for both IEEE 30 bus and IEEE 34 bus 

distribution system for energy as the input features. The best 

accuracy for IEEE 30 bus and IEEE 34 bus system is 98.57% 

and 94% respectively. 

A comparison between ANN classification [14] and SVM 

performance are presented in Table III. The classification by 

SVM gives a higher accuracy in both features than the ANN 

for both systems. Therefore, it can be concluded that SVM 

with RBF classification is more superior as compared to ANN 

for voltage sag classification in this research. 

 
TABLE I: MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VOLTAGE FEATURES 

SVM Result IEEE 30 Bus IEEE 34 Bus 

3-fold 5-fold 10-fold 3-fold 5-fold 10-fold 

C 2-1.1 = 0.466 2-1.3 = 0.406 2-0.6 = 0.659 2-3 = 0.125 21.2 = 2.297 2-2 = 0.25 

γ 20.3 =1.231 2-0.3 =0.812 2-1 = 0.5 2-1.9 = 0.267 21.8 = 3.482 21.9 = 3.732 

CV Accuracy (%) 94.29 95.71 95.71 81.08 95.50 97.30 

 
TABLE II: ENERGY FEATURE 

SVM Result IEEE 30 Bus IEEE 34 Bus 

3-fold 5-fold 10-fold 3-fold 5-fold 10-fold 

C 23.3 = 9.849 23.5 = 11.313 23.5 = 11.313 24 = 16 23.7 = 12.996 23.6 = 12.125 

γ 22.5= 5.656 22.4 = 5.278 22.5 = 5.657 25 = 32 24.6 = 24.251 24.6 = 24.251 

CV Accuracy (%) 92.87 98.57 90.00 91.33 91.33 94.00 

 
TABLE III: COMPARISON BETWEEN SVM AND ANN ACCURACY PERFORMANCE 

 IEEE 30 Bus IEEE 34 Bus 

Features 
SVM  

Accuracy (%) 

ANN 

Accuracy (%) 

SVM  

Accuracy (%) 

ANN 

Accuracy (%) 

Minimum and maximum 95.71 90.48 97.30 86.36 

Energies 98.57 94.29 94.00 84.09 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A new method of classification for voltage sags has been 

presented in this paper. The proposed classification is based 

on the MRA anlysis and SVM classification method. Further, 

to reveal the accuracy of the proposed classification, it has 

been evaluated with standard test simulated using IEEE 30 

bus and IEEE 34 bus distribution system. The proposed 

classification has been found suitable in each case by using 

either maximum and minimum voltage or energies as the 

input features  to predict the cause of voltage sag. In addition, 

the superiority of the proposed classification is illustrated by 

comparing it with the well known ANN classification method. 

For further research, this study can compare SVM with other 

artificial intelligence techniques like generic algorithm and 

particle swam optimization. 
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